a highly distinguished career in neurophysiology, being awarded the Nobel Prize for Medicine or Physiology in 1963. This paper sets him within the Cartesian tradition of British neurophysiology initiated by Thomas Henry Huxley in the mid19th century. It shows how the mind-brain problematique of the Cartesian tradition troubled him throughout his career, leading him finally to a solution in terms of quantum microphysics and microphysiology. This position, which has subsequently become fashionable, is discussed and shown (at least in the form Eccles espoused) to provide no solution to the problem posed by Descartes in the early 17th century.
INTRODUCTION
The mind/brain problem has troubled generations of neuroscientists since it was first clearly stated by René Descartes in the early 17th century. How can an immaterial, unextended, thinking substance interact with an extended, material, substance? There have been many ways of putting this conundrum. A neurophysiologist living sometime in a utopian neuroscientific future could know every last thing about the auditory cortex, might know in complete detail of all the ongoing material changes when a tone of 256 Hz is sounded, but being congenitally deaf himself would still never know what a musician was talking about when she told of the purity of middle C. Vice versa, a painter can discourse learnedly on the palettes of Monet, or Cezanne, or J. M. W. Turner, without knowing, or needing to know, a thing about the physiology of visual cortices. The relation of sensory qualia to the goings-on in the brain runs like a fault line through our self-understanding. The ''redness,'' the ''screech,'' the ''toothache'' which all of us (on occasion) ''live through'' are not captured or described by any electrophysiological recording. Can we cut ''redness'' in half? What would it look like? Can we determine the mass of a concept? Can we weigh a toothache?
THE CARTESIAN TRADITION
The brain-mind problem, as mentioned above, can be traced back far into the history (perhaps the prehistory) of Western thought, but in this paper I want to go
